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Firmware Release Notes - UK version - Renamed 1759 to R1760 – 25/02/14 

 

Section 1 

 

1. Song/Index Table Inaccuracies : (Music DB Structural Improvement) 
 
The ‘recovery’ message below will pop up during booting or during the usual 

usage if your MusicDB could do with a clean up (recovery scan). 

The recovery scan fixes and removes errors, irregularities, broken links, 

superfluous and temp data. The recovery improves the MusicDB structure 

however; you don’t have to scan if you feel your collection is fine.  

You might prefer to do the operation at a later time. 

Songs/albums that require inspection will be moved to a recovery folder to 

be checked. 

NB: The recovery operation doesn’t fix HDD bad sectors or file system 

problems. This ought to be done via NTFS fix or other HDD detection 

resolution such as disc scan or formatting. 

 

To Run The Recovery: 
From SetupMusic DBRecovery 

(Check the results at SetupMusic DBRecovery Results) 

 

+ Any moved data/songs will be visible at the HDD1/Recovery directory  

(Home ScreenBrowser ICONHDD1 Recovery) 
 

+ [During importing the recovery XX-XX-XX] 

Best to MOVE (instead of copying) the songs back into the MusicDB with the menu 

option “Import to DB” and opt for 'No' regarding the “folder name as album name” 

message to retain the original metadata.  

Also delete the recovery folder (if not needed) to avoid unnecessary duplicate albums 

after importing. 

 

1.1 Have added Artist view, Genre view and Track view  
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1.2 Albums with the same name (could merge when displayed by 
Album): 

 

Leading to the ripping session (if the new album could cause a duplicate), the 
message below will emerge.  Cancelling the session will enable the user to 
edit the new album name before the ripping session starts.   
Change the album name with a keyboard or the remote control. 

 
 

1.3 Changes to the album indexing in Music DB after ripping/importing 
(Album Structure) 

Having ripped a CD, the album will now be stored by the ‘Artist/Album’, and not by 

the ‘Album’ name with the index within the Music DB. 

 

* Before: Eminem-Recovery 
* After: Eminem-Recovery/Eminem 

    
 
To prevent albums with similar names merging, an album by an artist would be 

stored as ‘ALBUM name/ ARTIST name’, whilst albums by two or more artists 

would be stored as ‘Album’  

1.4 Naming Albums with folder names when importing music files to 
the 'Music DB' structure 

Importing your digital music files from another source? 
A useful feature for deciding whether to keep the album names as the folder 
names or just use the original album names based on the metadata.   
Some folder names could be catalogued or named as album names. 
 

 
(Select “NO” if you want to stick to the original metadata of the imported song(s)) 
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1.5 Copy or Move option for “Import to DB” menu option (function) 
 

There are now 2 options to opt for when importing music to the “Music DB” : 

 Copy - Best option for verifying the destination file, if anything 
happens during the copying process. Such as a network disconnection, 
power cut or packet error. 
 

 Move - A faster option, however the source file will not be available, 
only the destination file - this is much quicker in theory. 

 

 
 

 

1.6 Track number display 
 

Most albums do not display the track numbers on the X10 (from freedb), 
however (the numbers) are still tagged accordingly and are evident but not 
displayed.  
The track numbers can be seen on the web-interface, via apps or with a “tag-
edit” program.  The decision to display each track number at the end of each 
track is for convenience.  
 
This is very handy during sorting or for the awareness of track numbers when 
editing the metadata on the cocktail audio interface. 

 

NB: Track numbers could also be edited via the web-interface. 
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1.7 Selected album name (text display) and ‘Sorting’ status category 
 

On the album view, the selected album cover (album name) will be displayed 
at the bottom of the screen - as illustrated.  
 

 
 

Sorting feature has 3 modes: 
 

The user can now discern the active sorting mode, as illustrated: 
* Album: Original order / chronologically 
* Album (A - Z): Ascending  
* Album (Z - A): Descending  
 

 

   
 

 

1.8 Changes to display mode 
 

Changed the ‘Discography’ to ‘Artist/Album’ and added ‘Artist/Track’. 
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Section 2 

 

2. Photo Slide Show: 
 

During music playback, the slide show feature could be set in motion: 
a. Prepare photos/images (in a folder) in advance on a USB memory 

stick, network drive, portable device or on the internal hard drive. 
b. At the playing screen, Press MENU 
c. Select ‘Slide Show’ 
d. Locate the images to start the slide show 
(The slide show only works in Shuffle, Repeat One & Repeat All modes) 
 

 
 
(E.g. Press PAUSE if you want to display one preferred picture within the loop) 

 
2.1 Slide Show Effects 
Six slide show effects: 
 

                          
 

2.2 Slide Show Time 
 
Set the show & effect time: 
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Section 3 

 

3. Scroll Speed 
 

Control the scrolling of text across the LCD.  Level 1 is the default gauge.  
 

                             
 

 

 

4. (F1 ~ F12) - keyboard short cuts akin to some useful keys on the 
remote control 
 

F1 : INFO    F7 : REC 
F2 : MUTE    F8 : NOW PLAYING 
F3 : VOL -   F9 : SEARCH 
F4 : VOL +   F10 :MENU 
F5 : PLAY/PAUSE   F11 : BOOKMARK  
F6 : STOP    F12 : FAVOURITE 
 
Right Arrow: Highlight texts 

Home: Home Screen  
Esc: RETURN 

Other applicable generic keys: Copy, Paste, Cut, Delete, Space, PageUp, 
PageDown, arrows etc... 

 

 

5. HDD – Sleep mode option 
 
The HDD sleep mode (HDD spin down) for the X10 was set for 20 minutes by 
default (on previous firmwares).  This has now been changed, thus the user 
can configure the hard drive spin down and also decide to switch the feature 
off. 
 
NB: Upon awaking (the X10) from a spin down, allow 3-4 seconds for the 
device to respond to a command from the web-interface, remote control, 
keyboard or any access from a network device, such as a tablet, smart phone, 
TV, media players etc 
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(The device could still be playing music and be in a ‘Spin down/HDD sleep mode’). 

 

                             
 

6. CD track list ‘on show’, upon retrieval of the metadata 
 

When a Cd is inserted, the track list will be displayed on the screen, if the CD 
metadata is retrieved from the database (freedb). 
(Previously, the user had to access the ‘CD play/rip’ ICON to view the 
metadata) 
 

 

7. Warning Msg: changes to the ripping encoding quality 
 

If X10 is still converting tracks, based on the ripping format originally chosen, 
changing the format/encoding & settings would evoke the warning message 
below. 
 
Whilst the warning message isn’t dire, one needs to be aware of different bit 
rates & chosen preferred formats. 

 

 
 

 

8. Time format amended inc 12-hour & 24 hour format: 
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9. Improved Music DB backup method 
         

Compares the albums – (metadata Inc the cover art) of the current & backed 
up (Music DB).  If there are any discrepancies between the 2, the album(s) 
located on the backup source will be deleted & updated from the current 
changes from the original source.       
       
 

10. An option to create a folder within the HDD1 space, an attached 
USB, a device or space on a network  (from the Browser ICON) 
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Section 4: 
  

Network connection (Share/Public directory) 

Adding a share can now be authenticated (if needed), as well as 

removed, edited etc… 

a) Select BROWSER and click on ‘NET’ , then ‘Add share’  

               
 

b) Click the SERVER field (& press OK) to view workgroups/domains 

on your network 

 

 
 

c) Select workgroup &  then your device … 

Eg. Workgroup/User-PC 

 

 
 

d) Upon selecting the server(s) (which contains the shared 

directories)...the Username field will be filled with 'guest' by 

default.  

 

The field can be changed to what was defined by the user upon creating the 
shared directory – Could be on a Server, PC/laptop, Network access storage 
(NAS)… etc.  
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Place the cursor at the SHARE field and press OK, the shared folders will be 
displayed as illustrated. 
 

1                2    

 3              4     

 

e) Select a share eg 'Music' folder, the 'Nick Name' will be listed on the 
X30. 
Select the 'Music' shared folder to stream, import, backup to … etc 
 

f) To edit & remove the shared folder(s): 
 
       Select the folder and Press MENU: 

- Add Share:  add more shared folders 
- Edit Share: edit the shared folder 
- Remove Share: remove the selected folder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

g) Selecting previously used usernames: 
 
A convenient way to input previously used usernames is to press 
OK within the username field …as illustrated. 
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Section 5: 
 

1. Additional/fixes: 

- Ripping or DB/import  rejection due to certain characters 

(resolved*)  

- Chinese char album art ‘searchable’ 

- Web-gui related issues art/text/char/playing icons etc*.. 

- Playlist – virtual & standard playlist are now stable 

- Album Art links resolved on web-interface & on the menu  

- Loading repetitive dialogue and ‘play up’ of loading simfy 

menu, when the user playlist is empty. 

- KB support for GER characters 

- FreeDB ‘TextCode’ changes at SETUP will be applied to the 

inserted CD (metadata retrieval), thus when the CD is still 

inserted, there will be no need to eject and re-insert it again. 

- Others … 

          

Forum/community:         
www.cocktailaudio.co.uk/Forum 

 

 

Emails:            
support@cocktailaudio.co.uk       

order@cocktailaudio.co.uk       
 

           

: askcocktailaudiouk       

:  www.pinterest.com/CocktailAudioUK 

 

 

 : www.facebook.com/CocktailAudioUK 

http://www.cocktailaudio.co.uk/Forum
http://www.pinterest.com/CocktailAudioUK
http://www.facebook.com/CocktailAudioUK

